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Force at the electron level in atoms of any element exists whether atoms are in contact 

to ground surface or not. When an atom undertakes the neutral state, it signifies that 

electrons do not have the contact with their energy knots. Electrons remain in the still 

mannered position under the exertion of an impartial force. The intercrossed overt 

photons construct the states of energy knots. In atoms of some elements, all states 

remain filled by the electrons. In atoms of some elements, one state remains unfilled. In 

atoms of some elements, more than one state remains unfilled. So, atoms behave 

differently according to filled and unfilled states.  

Electrons are filled by the hollow regions constructed by the intercrossing of overt 

photons. The number of filled electrons by energy knots in specific number is required 

to define a distinct nature of atom. The length and number of intercrossed overt photons 

are according to the filled and unfilled states of the atoms belonging to different 

elements. The filled hollow states are related to electron states and unfilled hollow 

states are related to unfilled states. 

Many metallic atoms under transition state elongate when force is exerted to the 

electrons [2]; elongation of the atom is along the east and west poles, which is nearly at 

equal rate along both sides of the atom from the centre. Electrons undertake adjacent 

orientation under the uniform stretching of their energy knots. If the stretching of energy 

knots clamped electrons is not uniform, electrons do not undertake uniform stretching of 
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their energy knots resulting in the deformation of atom [2]. This shows that none of the 

solid atoms undertakes elongation or deformation along the north and south poles or 

south and north poles. Because energy knots clamped electrons place the sections of 

crest on one side and place, the sections of trough are on opposite side. However, on 

intercrossing the overt photons at common point, the sections of crest and trough form 

the shapes of energy knots, so energy knots clamped electrons can stretch along the 

east-west poles or west-east poles. However, stretching of energy knots is based on the 

variation in potential energy of electrons.  

 Atoms of different groups enlisted in the Periodic Table undertake different states. 

Different groups of atoms undertake different energy and force relationship. So, a 

significant difference in the energy and force relationship can be anticipated. However, 

within the same group, energy and force relationship of atoms matches to a large 

extent. Atoms behave in original state when they are in the zone of originally built-in 

environment, so they do not deal with the transition. Nevertheless, when they are being 

undertaken in the zone which is different from the originally built-in environment, they 

undertake the transition of state as per the level of energy and forced behaviors being 

dealt with. Their transitions can be monitored under the established conditions of 

processing. The ground points of atoms of different elements become different while 

dealing with transition. 

Gaining ‘ET’ to undertake a liquid state of the gaseous atom, the executed work 

remains positive. In the liquid behavior of gaseous atom, it retains the ground point near 

the ground surface. That atom keeps energy behavior in transition, whereas forced 

behavior is based on the orientation of electrons. When liquid state atom gets converted 

into the original gaseous state, ‘ET’ gets involved in the sense of an absorbing manner 

restoring the orientation of electrons under the ‘FL’. Electrons can tilt upward attaining 

the original position under the self-restoring provision. 

Tilting of electrons in atom of ‘attaining liquid state’, they restore original gaseous 

state that is under the established force and potential energy [19]; a cooling process in 

gaseous atoms is under the self-driven orientational force and potential energy of 

electrons. The ground point of gaseous atom recovers the original zone of formation. 

The work which is carried out is considered negative here. Nevertheless, the tilting of 
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electrons to restore original solid state of atom from the achieved ‘attaining liquid state’ 

is under the established orientational force and potential energy [19]; a heating process 

in solid atoms is under the self-driven orientational force and potential energy. 

In the original solid state of atom, left-positioned electron keeps orientation along 

40°, which is on the left side to normal line drawn from the center as shown in Figure 6 

(a); right-positioned electron also keeps orientation along 40°, which is on the right side 

to normal line drawn from the center. For the recovery state, left-positioned electron 

keeps orientation along 20°, which is on the left side to normal line drawn from the 

center as shown in Figure 6 (b); right-positioned electron also keeps orientation along 

20°, which is on the right side to normal line drawn from the center. For the neutral 

state, left-positioned electron keeps orientation along 5°, which is on the left side to 

normal line drawn from the center as displayed in Figure 6 (c); right-positioned electron 

also keeps orientation along 5°, which is on the right side to normal line drawn from the 

center. For re-crystallization and liquid states, left-positioned electrons keep orientations 

along 25° and 50°, respectively, which are on the right sides to normal lines drawn from 

the centers depicted in Figure 6 (d) and Figure 6 (e), respectively; right-positioned 

electrons also keep orientations along 25° and 50°, respectively, which are on the left 

sides to normal lines drawn from the centers. Degrees related to orientations of 

electrons are in approximate estimations. 

In the original semisolid state atoms, electrons keep the tips equally along the north 

pole and south pole. From both sides of the semisolid atom, electrons form zero degree 

angles along the north-south poles, which are drawn from the normal (north-south) lines 

to the centers. In this way, atoms of semisolid states keep electrons under the exerting 

impartial forces. That is why, atoms of silicon execute confined interstate electron 

dynamics under conservative mode of forces to generate photons shaped like waves 

[6].  

The respective orientational forces such as levitation, gravitation and surface are 

exerted along the relevant poles of the electrons. An electron is being controlled by the 

exerting forces as per its directed position. However, that electron remains occupied by 

energy knot in the atom of suitable behavior. This indicates that exerting forces to 

workable sides of electrons deal with their origin under fixed poles. Such forces are 
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exerted to the electrons as per electronic structure of atoms. Thus, studying forces at 

atomic level requires fundamental understanding, which would then further enable to 

grasp considerable effects of atoms. 
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